Unipipe are specialist distributors of underfloor heating and
renewable low-energy heating systems.
We are well known for our multi-layer pipe and floor
heating systems, which we take our name from, but also
for pioneering the use of heat pump technology in Ireland.
Unipipe are the sole distributors for Swedish manufacturer Nibe AB, one of
Europe’s largest producers of heat pumps, for the 32 counties of Ireland.
Our experience in under-floor heating and even heatpumps goes back to the
early 1980’s - At that time we were installing ‘green energy’ solutions before
the term had even been coined - it just seemed to make good sense to spend
less money and be more comfortable!

Paul O’Donnell
Managing Director

In an area where many are new arrivals, our long-standing experience will give
you peace of mind!

Which Technology to choose?
There are different technologies to choose from depending on the type of
building or application you have. All our heating solutions offer dramatic
savings over conventional fossil fuels, but there’s such a choice it’s easy to
be confused! Especially if it’s not your field of expertise – don’t worry though
that’s where we can help.
Just make an appointment and drop in, or send us your floor plans for
guidance.
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Which Technology to choose...
Ground Source Heat Pumps
Ground Source or ‘Geothermal’ Heat Pumps – for the lowest
possible running costs
These heatpumps take heat from continuous loops of plastic pipe
(containing antifreeze mixture) usually buried as a ‘collector’ array in the
garden, or U-bend shaped probes in deep boreholes. This technology
is usually the best choice for new build and offers the lowest possible
running costs with all of the buildings energy needs covered, even in the
most extreme weather.

Air to Water Heat Pumps
Air to Water Heat Pumps – convenient for retrofit, town houses
and sites with limited space where a collector field or borehole
is not possible.
These machines convert heat from the outside air to the heating and
hot water system. Even on the coldest of days there is heat available.

Exhaust Air Heat Pumps
Exhaust Air Heat Pumps –for air tight houses, (Passive Houses)
and apartments
Here we have a complete solution for Ventilation, Heating and Hot Water – the economical choice to wrap up three needs in one unit for the
low energy and new build sector. Newer German standard Passiv Haus
ultra low energy homes are now emerging in Ireland....these need very
little space heating but for comfort they will need a small amount. They
do need hot water of course and importantly ventilation.

Underfloor Heating & Controls

Underfloor Heating & Controls – for most comfort and lowest
running costs
Probably the nicest way to heat a building is to gently warm its floors,
but you also enjoy other hidden advantages – floor heating requires
much lower temperatures and is therefore well suited to heatpumps
or low temperature condensing boilers etc. Also because the energy
is brought in at the lowest possible level, less overall heat is required
compared to other source such as radiators where the warmest air immediately ascends to ceiling level. There are easy solutions for either
new build or retrofit. Unipipe controls give precise and almost more
importantly an easy-to-use interface.

Solar Heating
Solar - for free additional energy and the ‘greenest’ build.
Whether for just water heating or a larger system for space-heating
support, we have both vacuum tubes and flat plate panel collectors. Our
solar will integrate intelligently and seamlessly with our other systems
(the input of the solar system is even integrated now on our heat pump
controls)
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Ground Source Heat Pumps
With the aid of a ground source heat pump, solar energy stored
in the ground can be collected and used to heat your home.
Often referred to as geothermal heating, the heat collected is
mostly from the sun in fact and not the earth’s core.
Warmth builds up underground from the first days of spring
when the surface temperature of the earth starts to increase,
to high summer, when the rays of the midday sun penetrate
down into the ground. Warm rainwater also permeates the
upper layers of the ground. By the time the autumn leaves are
falling, there’s enough energy stored in the ground to heat up
your house throughout the coldest winter. A heat pump captures
and upgrades this naturally occurring warmth, so even if the
summer seems wet and cool, it can still provide enough energy
to maintain a comfortable indoor temperature throughout the
coldest winter.

Why choose a ground
source heat pump?
•

Lowest possible running costs in any weather, (around one third of
the cost of oil)

•

Outdoor temperature linked heat production – comfortable constant
& even heating

•

On board separate control of radiators and floor heating

•

Models Available with built in water heating saves installation time
& stylish looks allow integration in utility rooms or even kitchens

•

Europe’s quietest heat pumps – locating indoors saves energy and
installation costs too

•

Units from 5kW to 60kW – modular installation for large buildings
up to 540 kW

•

SMS, APP and Internet connection possible

•

Heat Recovery ventilation integration option available

•

Solar integration for both hot water and heating support available
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Air to Water Heat Pumps
Believe it or not, you can actually use the outside air, to heat your home. Even
at sub-zero temperatures, ambient air contains heat. And when you concentrate
that heat using a NIBE air/water heat pump, you can get enough out of it to heat
up both your home’s water-based radiators or underfloor heating and domestic
hot water.
Your initial investment is relatively low since an air/ water heat pump, unlike a
ground source heat pump, does not require any geothermal drilling.
Given our relatively mild winters here in Ireland this type of heatpump can often
cover almost the entire duty required but it can sometimes be necessary for an
Air to Water heat pump to be assisted by an additional heat source which may be
oil, gas or just the built in electric boiler in the inside module. However that additional heat would generally be a very minute part of the overall building needs.
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Why choose an air/water heat pump?
•

Easy integration to existing oil, gas or solid fuel heating systems for retrofit

•

Packaged appliance styled indoor hot water units with inbuilt controls

•

No external collector or boreholes required

•

Docks with radiator or floor heating

•

Solar combination possible

•

Modular cascades of up to nine units for larger buildings

•

Outdoor temperature linked heat production – comfortable constant & even heating.

Swimming Pool Heating is an
option with all our heat pumps
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Exhaust Air Heat Pumps
For air-tight, low energy builds, where ventilation is a must, choose an
Exhaust Air Heat-Pump. This will re-cycle the heat from your house’s
ventilation system. These machines are ideal for apartments and more
compact air-tight low energy or passive homes. Air is drawn through
ducts to the heatpump from the bathrooms, utility and kitchen areas.
The cold waste air is discharged to outside through another duct, and
condensation to a drain.
Not only that, the additional heat generated internally from lighting,
people and domestic appliances is also utilised through heat recovery.
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Why choose an exhaust air heat pump?
Primarily because the type of building (usually new build) must be ventilated
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

An all-in-one unit - heat-recovery, Heating & Hot water.
New home or Passive House that will be at a high level of air-tightness and low heat loss.
Less cost than buying separate traditional solutions and a stand-alone heat recovery unit.
Good solution for multiple small dwellings such as apartments, more cost effective than district heating, more
environmentally friendly than multiple gas boilers etc
We have a choice of different models to suit different requirements
Connects easily to Solar Thermal
Works great with a room sealed stove

Note : If the building will be more than 150SQ M, or has a total heat loss of more than 3-4kW then consider one of
our ground source units with an integral ventilation module (FLM) or use an air to water heatpump with the EAHP.

Exhaust Air installation with
Solar Panels, 49 homes in Sligo
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Unipipe Underfloor Heating
For the last word in comfort and the lowest possible running costs choose floor heating. Gently warmed water usually at no more than 40°C is all that is needed in the pipes
which are built into the floor screeds or fitted below the wooden floors.
We have different solutions whether the floors are solid or wooden, new or retrofit.
If you want to use radiators upstairs for instance and floor heating downstairs, that’s
no problem technically, but the heating system’s ‘base’ temperature is set higher for the
radiator part, so will cost a little more to run. Our Nibe heatpumps can control up to four
different temperature outputs – EG radiators, floor heating, higher temperature floor
heating in a conservatory and so on...all linked to the outside weather for perfect control
and minimal energy needs.
Connecting a Nibe heatpump to Unipipe floor heating you are assured that the whole
package is compatible, and from one source.
Unipipe floor heating is very cost effective too as there is no waste – off cuts can be used
for other plumbing and heating jobs.
The even feeling of comfort from radiant floor heating is the most common reason why
people choose this form of heating over others. It just makes sense to have the heat
coming from the floor, where it is most needed, giving you a warm body and cool head
rather than the stuffy heat provided by radiators or other forms of convected or warm
air heating. Warmth from the floor radiates evenly and gently upwards for ideal comfort,
even in rooms with high ceilings.
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Network Controls
Heat in rooms maybe individually and accurately regulated by their own thermostats – you can choose between basic dial type stats,
digital programmable and even wireless options.
Especially in larger houses or buildings, the use of our central touch screen is ideal. From one very easy to use interface, not only can
you set, lock or change remotely the rooms (up to 32 thermostats) but you can even see current temperatures and individual room
history. Leaving the house for holidays for instance, you can command all of the room stats from one point to a setback temperature
instead of having to walk around and individually re-program every one. Not only is it very easy to use, it’s reasonably priced and easy
to fit.
If using any of our Nibe Heatpump range a lot of control is already on-board. The heatpump is monitoring the weather and feeding,
the heating system with the correct levels of heat. Not only does this have the effect of being more comfortable, but it also minimises
the energy required.
We can also advise on, and provide remote access via internet or SMS to the heating system and heatpump.

2007 - The Shelbourne Hotel
used Unipipe for it’s refit
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Solar Heating
The benefits of solar heating are obvious, once installed there is no
bills from the sun!
We can provide systems to dovetail in with our heatpumps or oil & gas boilers –
either for domestic hot water or even ‘heating support’ to further cut down your
energy bills. Already on-board control for the addition of solar thermal systems
is built in now to all Nibe heat pumps which mean fewer components to buy
and install.
Choose between flat plate type collectors for on roof or even free-standing in
the garden, or in-roof flat panels. For highest possible performance, there are
our evacuated tubes with focused compound reflectors.
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Frequently asked questions...
Underfloor Heating

Is underfloor heating more expensive
to run than radiators?

No, in fact floor heating, being a radiant heat coming from
a low level is between 15 to 25% less to run, depending
on ceiling heights, controls etc

How warm does the floor surface get?
A comfortable 24 to 27°C on average…not hot enough
to notice unless you are walking in your bare feet…what
could be more luxurious?

Is underfloor more expensive than
radiators to install?

Usually, yes it is a little more expensive in the first
instance but bearing in mind the lower running costs,
higher comfort and added value to the building the extra
outlay is well justified…and you won’t have to buy radiator
covers! There are however some instances where floor
heating is cheaper to fit too.

Can we mix floor heating and
radiators?

Yes, the control systems and design allow hotter water
for radiators, towel rails, whilst cooler water flows to the
floors. Our heatpumps controls look after this and of
course we have solutions for oil and gas too.

Can you control each room?

Yes, individual stats are usually placed in each room or
area for this purpose.

What kind of floor coverings can
be used?

Almost anything including stone, tiles, wood and carpet.
Stone and tiles are thermally transparent and will give
higher heat outputs – wood and carpet a little less. In
well insulated modern buildings though, you don’t need
the maximum outputs provided by the tiled floors for
instance; the output from heated wooden floors is more
than enough.

Is floor heating suitable for old
buildings or restorations?

Yes, if you are prepared to lift the floorboards to fit it
below or raise the floors in height a little (see our floor
sections for details). Floor heating will not only preserve
the look of an old building, but has a natural advantage
over radiator heating where often there are high ceilings
such as is typical in period buildings.
Your house heated directly
from your garden!
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Frequently asked questions...
Heatpumps
Can we use radiators?
Yes, no problem. The radiator supply temperature is linked
to the weather and left running for longer periods, so they
will not need to be as hot as with gas or oil where they
are turned on in ‘bursts’ of heat. You may also oversize the
radiators by 35% or so to take advantage of lower operating
temperatures.
Will we use a lot of electricity?
You will of course have a larger electricity bill, as that is the
operating energy required for the heat pump, but there is no
oil or gas bill (or at least a very small one) , so you pay much
less overall. A cost saving of 70 to 80% is possible.
Will our domestic hot water be taken care of by the
heatpump?
All the hot water you need is provided by the heatpump’s
compressor process – and although there is an immersion
fitted in many models (or in our cylinders) for back-up and
functions such as temporary extra hot water for additional
guests or legionella protection, the compressor is normally
all you use. The heat pump will heat the hot water to about
55° to 60° with the compressor – after which the immersion
may be programmed to raise this still further to a maximum
of 70°….
Can we link solar panels to the heatpump?
We have different systems and clever integrated solutions
for the addition of solar thermal heat for either hot water
or heating support. The new Nibe displays on our latest
heatpumps even include the solar controls.
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To convert from oil/gas to a heatpump – do we have to
change our radiators?
Most of the time no, as in our experience most radiator systems
are oversized in the first place. In retro-fit situations, where
fitting a heatpump to an existing traditional system, you usually
find that the existing radiators will be fine.
Can we link solid fuel to the heatpump?
Yes you can, but for a variety of reasons it’s often not worth
it; solid fuel heat sources must always be designed to cater for
the escape of heat in the event of a power failure to circulating
pumps etc. You will have to revert to open vent (low pressure)
plumbing as distinct from pressurised hot water. We can however
provide docking diagrams and relevant control items.
It’s also worth noting that when you light a stove in a building
the heatpump then has to do less ‘work’ so the simplest
interaction is just to use a stove and not connect into the wet
side of the heating system
Where do we put the Heatpump?
If possible, place the heatpump inside the house in the utility
room – unlike many others Nibe heatpumps are both quiet
enough (and pretty enough!) to allow this. This saves on both
installation and also running costs. You can remotely locate the
heatpump in a garage etc., but it is not necessary for noise or
equipment size reasons – the heatpump’s
How much noise does the heatpump make?
At just 43dB Nibe’s 1145 and 1245 models are renowned to be
the quietest heatpumps in Europe. Noise level is similar to a
domestic fridge or dishwasher and certainly wouldn’t be noticed
in a utility room. No need for a separate shed or garage location
unlike many other heat pumps or even boilers.

Can I remotely control and read our heatpumps settings?
With the Nibe SMS unit you can control and receive operating information on the
heatpump either by text or by an APP on an Android phone. Ideal for a holiday house
or the frequent traveller!
Can we heat our Swimming Pool?
Yes, and because pool has a relatively low temperature (usually no more than 30°)
and the pool water is a large thermal store, you can take advantages of very high
operating efficiency from a heatpump and greater use of cheap night rate electricity.
How much of our energy bill is our hot water?
Hot water is the smaller part of the energy bill compared to space heating usually.
An average home uses around 5,000 to 8,000 kW Hours for domestic hot water.
Remember if you locate the hot water tank remotely in a garage or have a very large
house and need to circulate the hot water you will use more energy. Try and keep it
central to points of use.
Which is ‘better’ or more efficient – a borehole or surface collector?
Both work just as well, but drilling usually costs more but has the advantage of
needing less site space and may be better in a retro-fit situation or for minimal
disturbance. Most new built homes will have a site already disturbed with construction
works and therefore see little extra expense in fitting a horizontal collector. In our mild
and wet Irish climate, surface or horizontal collectors work extremely well.
What is the fluid called ‘Brine’ in a Ground Source Heat Pump?
Although it is traditionally referred to as ’brine’, the fluid is usually a 33% mix of
ethylene glycol (antifreeze) and water.
Do we need a Night Rate meter?
Usually it will pay, unless you are in a very small property (there may be a slightly
higher standing charge). The night rate is around half the price of day rate, and a
heat pump which is linked to the weather takes natural advantage of what is usually
the coldest period in the 24hr cycle. You can also schedule the heatpump to work a
little harder during the off peak period and store the energy in the concrete floors if
you are using floor heating.
Do we need III Phase electricity?
Our larger Heatpumps use a three phase supply, but generally they are only used in
buildings over 350 - 400M2 – if III-Phase is not available or too expensive to install,
another option is to cover the peak load by docking with an additional heat source
such as oil/gas.
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Unipipe Floor Heating structure
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Unipipe Plumbing
Unipipe multilayer composite pipe unites positive material properties of both plastics and metal. We offer complete solutions
for a wide range of installations – whether tap water, floor heating or radiator connection. Our systems are designed to meet
the strictest requirements for safety, comfort, and ease of installation. In other words, we deliver complete systems that work
reliably.
•

Lower installed cost than Steel or Copper

•

Totally Corrosion proof and 100% Oxygen Tight

•

Cleaner, quicker and safer to use

•

No Waste, offcuts from floor heating can be used for plumbing

•

Sizes available from 12mm to 110mm diameters

•

New modular assembly fitting program for large dimensions
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Ritz Carlton Hotel,
Powerscourt, Co. Wicklow
used Unipipe press fit plumbing
system throughout.
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